Directions flight area “Hörnerbahn / Bolsterlang“
Coming from Oberstdorf:
B19 direction Sonthofen, in Fischen at the second traffic light turn left direction Bolsterlang / Hörnerbahn (signage)
Coming from Sonthofen:
B19 direction Sonthofen, in Fischen at the second traffic light turn right direction Bolsterlang / Hörnerbahn (signage)
After approximately 1.5 km turn right.
300 m after entering Bolsterlang turn right towards restaurant “Kitzebichl“. Follow the small street for approximately
250 m, then park your car behind the restaurant “Kitzebichl“. There are parking possibilities.
Walk by foot across the mini golf, the playground to the start of the landing field. There you meet with your pilot.
Address for your NAVI:
Flurstr. 5, 87538 Bolsterlang

ATTENTION: Please do not park on the edge and in the meadows and on agricultural land! Don´t walk through tall
grass! There are massive problems with the farmers! Please do not speak to instructors flying instructors during the
training.

Directions flight area “Mittagbahn / Immenstadt“
Coming from Kempten:
On the B19 / B308 direction Sonthofen, exit Füssen / Rettenberg / Immenstadt / Rauhenzell and at the roundabout
follow direction Immenstadt.
Coming from Oberstdorf:
On B19 direction Sonthofen / Immenstadt, approximately 4 km after Sonthofen the first departure Füssen / Rettenberg
/ Immenstadt / Rauhenzell; at the roundabout follow direction Immenstadt.
Then
At the next two roundabouts, straight on „Blaichacher Straße“, straight on towards Blaichach, then 200 m after the
exit, turn right, direction Altmummen / Ettensberg. After about 350 m, at the end of Altmummen the restaurant
“Tannenhof“ is located on the left side. There are parking possibilities and you will meet there with your pilot.
Address for your NAVI:
Tanne 2, 87544 Blaichach
ATTENTION: Please do not park on the edge and in the meadows and on agricultural land! Don´t walk through tall
grass! There are massive problems with the farmers!

